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Abstract— This paper proposes an extended scheme for
the extraction of scattering parameters for the Finite-Volume
Time-Domain (FVTD) method. The flux-splitting algorithm
that is inherent to the FVTD method is exploited to compute
the incident and reflected fields in a port. A novel correction
scheme for the magnetic field is applied that yields accurate
results of the scattering parameters in non-TEM structures
by performing an artificial flux separation. Multimode S-
parameters of a waveguide discontinuity, that are determined
using the proposed approach, are successfully validated with
a Mode-Matching analysis.

Index Terms— FVTD, scattering parameters, flux splitting.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the Finite-Volume Time-Domain (FVTD) algorithm
proposed by Bonnet [1] a flux-splitting scheme is used to
perform field updates in the finite-volume mesh cells. For
each finite-volume cell outgoing and incoming fluxes are
computed through all of its faces. The sum of these fluxes
determines the total field variation in the cell. This flux-
separation scheme can be exploited for the extraction of
scattering parameters, where the outgoing and the incom-
ing fluxes are connected to the incident and the reflected
fields [2]. This approach has been successfully applied to
TEM structures. Additionally, a mode projection can be
used a) in the case of TEM waves to reduce numerical
noise and b) in non-TEM guides to extract the generalized
scattering matrix.
For non-TEM waves a decrease of the S-parameter’s
dynamic range has been observed compared to that of
TEM waves. This paper first analytically explains the
reason for this decrease and then, on this basis, proposes
a novel correction scheme, where a frequency-dependent
parameter is used to compensate this deficiency. The
magnetic field is corrected in order to realize an artificial
plane-wave (APW) relationship between the electric E and
magnetic field Hapw. These corrected fields are used in a
flux-splitting scheme to compute the incident and reflected
fields for S-parameter extraction.
To demonstrate this wave-separation approach an H-plane
rectangular waveguide discontinuity is analyzed. Multi-
mode reflection and transmission coefficients of the dis-
continuity are computed. Results are compared to a Mode-
Matching (MM) analysis validating this novel scheme.

II. THE FVTD METHOD

The FVTD method originates from computational fluid
dynamics and was adapted for electromagnetics at the end
of the 1980s [3]. Maxwell’s equations in a conservative
form are numerically solved in an unstructured polyhedral
(here tetrahedral) mesh. The finite-volume discretization
of Maxwell’s equations for the tetrahedron i with four
triangular faces Fk delimiting the volume Vi can be written
as (assuming that the neighboring cell j has the same
material)

∂U i

∂t
= − 1

Vi

4∑
k=1

ΦkFk = − 1
Vi

4∑
k=1

(
Φ+

ik + Φ−
jk

)
Fk

(1)
where U = (Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, Hz)T is a vector con-
taining the electric and the magnetic fields. Φk can be
interpreted as a flux through the cell face k and can be
separated in an incoming Φ−

jk and outgoing Φ+
ik part [1],

where only plane waves propagating in direction of the
normal vector are considered. Thus, the outgoing flux Φ+

ik

out of the cell i is calculated using the field U i in this
cell, and the incoming flux Φ−

jk is computed on the basis
of the field U j in the neighboring cell j

Φ+
ik = F (nk)+i · U∗

ik (2)

Φ−
jk = F (nk)−j · U∗

jk (3)

where nk = (nkx, nky, nkz)T is the outwards-pointing
normal vector of the face k. The matrix F (nk)+i is given
in equation (5), where ci is the velocity of light in the
medium and following abbreviations are used

a1 = n2
kx + n2

ky a2 = n2
kx + n2

kz a3 = n2
ky + n2

kz

a4 = nkxnky a5 = nkxnkz a6 = nkynkz

The matrix for the incoming flux is related to (5) by

F (nk)−i = −F (−nk)+i (4)

In equations (2) and (3) the asterisk in U∗
k denotes

field values on the triangular face. These fields can be,
in a first-order approximation, set equal to the ones in
the cell’s barycenter. As a second-order approximation
the monotonic upwind scheme for conservation laws
(MUSCL) can be applied [1].
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F (nk)+i =




F (nk)H+

i,x

F (nk)H+

i,y

F (nk)H+

i,z

F (nk)E+

i,x

F (nk)E+

i,y

F (nk)E+

i,z




=
1
2




a3ci −a4ci −a5ci 0 nkz/εi −nky/εi

−a4ci a2ci −a6ci −nkz/εi 0 nkx/εi

−a5ci −a6ci a1ci nky/εi −nkx/εi 0

0 −nkz/µi nky/µi a3ci −a4ci −a5ci

nkz/µi 0 −nkx/µi −a4ci a2ci −a6ci

−nky/µi nkx/µi 0 −a5ci −a6ci a1ci




(5)

III. S-PARAMETER EXTRACTION

A method for calculating the generalized scattering ma-
trix using the FVTD method is proposed in [2]. To validate
this approach, the reflection coefficient of a coaxially-
fed balun was computed and very good agreement to
measurements was found. The separated fluxes were used
to find the tangential electric field in a port plane

E
+/−
t = −nk × µΦE+/−

k (6)

For TEM waves this approach has worked accurately. In
non-TEM situations, however, it has been found that the
proposed method shows a decrease of the S-parameter’s
dynamic range.
In this paper the approach of flux separation for determin-
ing the incident a and reflected b waves in a waveguide,
as proposed in [2], is extended in order to increase the
dynamic range of the extraction scheme in non-TEM
cases. In this section an artificial flux-separation scheme
is proposed, that enhances the original flux-separation
for the extraction of generalized scattering parameters.
This correction scheme makes use of frequency-dependent
parameters. Frequency-domain (FD) values are retrieved
from time-domain values by a Discrete Fourier Transform
performed on the fly during the FVTD iteration. In the
following FD terms are denoted with a hat˘ .

A. TEM Waves

Assume a plane wave with components Ey and Hx

travelling in positive z-direction. If the flux separation
is performed on a port plane that is perpendicular to the
propagation direction n = (0, 0, 1)T , the outgoing (+) and
the incoming (−) flux for the electric field can be written
in a simplified form

Φ̆E+

x =
1
2

(
− 1
µ
Ĕy + cH̆x

)
= − 1

2µ

(
Ĕy − ZwH̆x

)
(7)

Φ̆E−
x =

1
2

(
− 1
µ
Ĕy − cH̆x

)
= − 1

2µ

(
Ĕy + ZwH̆x

)
(8)

Here, the outgoing flux Φ̆E+

x is associated to the incident
field a and the incoming flux Φ̆E−

x to the reflected field
b. In the case of a plane wave propagating only in +z-
direction, there is no reflected field and thus the incoming

flux Φ̆E−
x must be zero. This can be proved, if using the

relation between the electric and magnetic field of a plane
wave Ĕy/H̆x = −Zw and inserting it in equation (8).

B. Non-TEM Waves

In non-TEM guides the incoming flux (8) is not equal
to zero, even if there is no reflected wave. In the following
it will be shown that this condition can be re-established
with an appropriate correction factor.
In a rectangular waveguide the relation between the elec-
tric and the magnetic field in the case of a TE-mode can
be written as

Ĕy

H̆x

= −ZTE (9)

Obviously, using relation (9) the incoming flux (8) does
not become zero. Moreover, the reflection coefficient,
computed as the ratio of incoming and outgoing flux,
yields

S11 =
ZTE − Zw

ZTE + Zw
(10)

Figure 1 shows the analytical result of (10) in comparison
to the ratio of the simulated incoming to outgoing fluxes
in a WR28 waveguide. Hence, the S-parameter extraction
scheme is limited in the non-TEM case by the waveguide’s
geometry, the considered modes and the operational fre-
quency.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between analytical and numerical result of the ratio
of the outgoing and the incoming fluxes in a port.
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C. Correction Scheme

In order to ensure correct results from the flux-splitting
S-parameter extraction scheme, the electric and magnetic
fields must be forced to yield a plane wave. For a TE
mode with cut-off frequency fc, the magnetic field can be
expressed as

H̆x = − Ĕy

Zw

√
1 −

(
fc

f

)2

(11)

If the magnetic field is multiplied with a correction factor,
an artificial plane wave (APW) can be created

H̆apw
x =

H̆x√
1 −

(
fc

f

)2
= CTE

apw · H̆x (12)

The frequency and geometry dependent correction factor
CTE

apw can be calculated from the mode-template vector,
see section III-D. For TM modes a correction factor can
be found correspondingly.
The relation between the electric and the magnetic field of
the APW thus becomes

Ĕy

H̆apw
x

= −Zw (13)

The magnetic field (12) is used in equations (7) and (8)
yielding an artificial flux splitting, which is used exclu-
sively to extract S-parameters. The regular field update of
the tetrahedra remains unaffected.
In the case of a TE wave propagating in positive z-
direction, having an incident (i) and reflected (r) com-
ponent, the fluxes become

Φ̆E+

x = − 1
µ
Ĕi

y (14)

Φ̆E−
x = − 1

µ
Ĕr

y (15)

It can be shown that introducing Hapw
x does not only yield

correct fluxes, but additionally results in the correct power
in a port. The power density of a TE wave is connected
to the artificial fluxes according to

S̆ =
1
2
|Ĕy|2
ZTE

=
1
2
|Φ̆E

x |
ZTE

µ2 . (16)

D. Mode Projection

In a multi-mode environment, each electromagnetic
mode on a physical port is assigned to one electromagnetic
port p. To separate the fields of a certain mode, its mode-
template vector ep ([4], [5]) has to be known a-priori,
either analytically or from an eigenmode analysis. The
mode projection yields the mode amplitude in the port
p consisting of K triangles

Ă+/−
p =

K∑
k=1

Ĕ
+/−
t (k) · ep(k)Fk (17)

a
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the H-plane step discontinuity. Only the triangular
surface mesh is shown.

where the tangential field Ĕ
+/−
t is determined using (6),

and (7)-(8) with the corrected H-field (12). The incident
and the reflected wave can now be computed with

ap =
Ă+

p√
ZTEp

(18)

bp =
Ă−

p√
ZTEp

(19)

As validation, in chapter IV the extraction of the scattering
parameters of a waveguide discontinuity is shown and
compared to a reference solution.

IV. H-PLANE STEP DISCONTINUITY

The flux-splitting procedure is used to compute the
scattering parameters of a rectangular waveguide H-plane
step discontinuity. A MM analysis is serving as a reference
solution.
The geometry including the meshed surface is depicted in
Fig. 2. The feeding guide 1 is a WR75 waveguide with
the dimensions a1 = 19.05 mm and b = 9.525 mm. The
subsequent waveguide 2 has the width a2 = 15.2 mm
and the same height b. The port planes are located at
the same distance from the discontinuity (l = 1.5 mm).
A Gaussian pulse that covers the necessary bandwidth
is used for exciting the fundamental TE10 mode. The
reflection coefficient S11(1, 1) for the fundamental mode is
shown in Fig. 3. The solid line displays the MM analysis,
and the triangles the result obtained from the FVTD
analysis. A good agreement is achieved over the whole
frequency range. The transmission coefficient S21(1, 1)
for the fundamental mode is plotted in Fig. 4. The result
shows, that the use of the flux-splitting scheme yields the
correct power in a port plane as explained in section III-
C. Using the mode projection, the generalized scattering
matrix can be obtained. Figure 5 depicts the reflection
coefficient S11(2, 1) from the incident fundamental mode
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Fig. 3. Comparison between FVTD and MM results of the reflection
coefficient S11(1, 1) for the fundamental mode at the H-Plane step
discontinuity.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between FVTD and MM results of the transmission
coefficient S21(1, 1) for the fundamental mode at the H-Plane step
discontinuity.

to the reflected TE20 mode. Again, the agreement between
the FVTD result and the MM analysis is good. Also the
reflection from the incident TE10 to the TE30 mode shows
a good agreement, as can be seen in Fig. 6. The slight
offset of the FVTD results compared to the MM result for
f > 30 GHz is due to the, for high frequencies, coarse
mesh discretization in the waveguide.

V. CONCLUSION

An improved scheme for the use of the FVTD’s flux
separation algorithm to extract generalized S-parameters
for non-TEM waveguides is proposed in this paper. The
magnetic field is properly adjusted by a correction factor
in order to achieve an artificial plane-wave relationship
between the electric and the magnetic field. Thus, the
extended flux-splitting algorithm yields correct and accu-
rate results for the computation of the incident and the
reflected waves in a port. The novel scheme is validated
by comparing the results from a FVTD analysis of the S-
parameter of a waveguide discontinuity to those obtained
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Fig. 5. Comparison between FVTD and MM results of the reflection
coefficient S11(2, 1) from incident TE10 into reflected TE20 mode at
the H-Plane step discontinuity.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between FVTD and results of the reflection
coefficient S11(3, 1) from incident TE10 into reflected TE30 mode at
the H-Plane step discontinuity.

from a MM analysis. Although the proposed scheme is
intended and tested for FVTD, it is believed that it can be
used in other numerical time-domain techniques.
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